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Main points
A boom in energy resource development has driven significant port expansion in Queensland
to service additional coal and gas exports. Five major commodity ports and 10 other trading
ports are spread out along the Queensland coast, adjacent to the Great Barrier Reef. In response
to domestic and international concerns over the ‘ad hoc’ expansion of ports and shipping, and
as part of a national planning process, the Queensland Government recently released a draft
Queensland Ports Strategy for consultation.
However, as boom turns to bust, port capacity has shifted from a shortfall to a surplus.
»»

Coal ports are operating at 65 per cent of capacity, and utilisation may remain
below the industry average of 85 per cent if the global thermal coal market shifts to
structural oversupply, or Queensland loses market share to cheaper producers, or
both.

»»

Duplication of liquefied natural gas (LNG) ports on Curtis Island at Gladstone is
dragging down industry competitiveness even before the first gas exports flow.

This report finds that surplus port capacity puts Queensland at competitive disadvantage in the
near-term, and at risk of stranded assets in the long-term.
Queensland is already losing competitiveness in global thermal coal and LNG markets due to
poor commercial investment decisions. Australia’s thermal coal production shifted from the
competitive lower half of the global cost curve firmly into the upper half between 2006 and 2012.
This reflects a mining productivity slowdown since the mid 1980’s, driven by capital investment
in lower quality deposits. LNG is similarly challenged, with construction costs estimated to be 20
– 30 per cent more than overseas competitors. This is not helped by duplication of port loading
facilities at three separate LNG gas hubs on Curtis Island at Gladstone.
Surplus port capacity raises fixed costs and further lowers the short-term competitiveness
of energy exports. Over the longer-term, duplicate ports could become stranded assets. An
increasing number of investment banks are warning of financial risks to thermal coal mines with
high production costs, as the global market shifts to structural oversupply.
Surplus port capacity is a problem for the Queensland government, not just the private sector.
»»

Any industry under financial pressure is likely to push to lower employment
standards and may cut corners on environmental management.

»»

Stranded assets would lead to rapid economic restructuring, with significant financial
pain as people lose jobs and the government loses revenue from royalties and ports.

»»

Dredging for port capacity that may not be needed has unquantified, but potentially
significant environmental costs. A recent study indicated that the impacts of sediment
from dredge spoil dumped in reef waters may have been significantly under-estimated.

The underlying problem is that boom-time policies don’t produce sensible economic outcomes.
Many of the entities involved in port development have incentives aligned with inefficient
investment in ports during a boom. Queensland’s policy settings and government attitudes have
served to amplify rather than check the irrational exuberance of private investors.
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Queensland’s draft Ports Strategy signals the government is now serious about co-ordinating
more sensible investment in ports. However, planning alone will not improve the utilisation of
current ports, nor lead to more efficient investment in the future.
Queensland needs to address the perverse incentives, inadequate information and confused
governance that led to current surplus capacity. Queensland also needs to take tangible steps
to lift the utilisation of current ports, before any further developments go ahead within newly
proposed priority port development areas.
The Queensland Government must address 5 key questions:
1. How will utilisation be improved – what practical tools can co-ordinate sharing of
spare port capacity?
2. How will forecasting be improved – how will adequate information flows be
achieved in the face of:
»»

Increasingly complex and unpredictable global energy markets

»»

Poorly monitored, complex risks to the Great Barrier Reef from port development

3. How will investment be co-ordinated across ports – how will master plans be
integrated to improve supply chain efficiency and environmental outcomes along the
Queensland coast?
4. How will efficient investment be facilitated – what changes can be made to
ensure open access ports have incentives to invest in new capacity when needed, and
reduce port authorities’ incentives to encourage inefficient investment?
5. How will environmental costs be fully accounted for – what changes can be made
to ensure commercial decisions consider risks to the reef upfront, not as an afterthought?
Until these questions are answered, it would be economically irresponsible to continue to expand
capacity within priority port development areas.
Fortunately, Queensland has time to get its strategic planning right. If global thermal coal
demand growth slows as expected by investment banks, current and committed port capacity will
be sufficient to 2017 and beyond. Even if more optimistic projections of coal exports are achieved,
only one of the already approved Wiggins Island or Abbot Point T3 expansions would be needed
by 2020 – or at most both by 2025. With a 5-year lead time to develop new ports, this means no
further approvals need to be decided before 2020.
Five concrete actions are needed to address the questions raised above:
1. Facilitate trading of port capacity. Auctions or online trading could co-ordinate
sharing of spare capacity within ports, overcoming regulatory constraints on exchanging
commercial information. Trading of options for future port capacity could also provide a
transparent, forward looking indicator of the need for new capacity across ports.
2. Improve the quality and speed of information flows

8

»»

Ensure independent reviews of projected export volumes include a wider range of
scenarios for the interaction of global market growth and Queensland’s market share.

»»

Create an independent, permanent, and fully funded science panel to ensure
monitoring and reporting of risks to the reef from port development are included in
the 5-yearly Outlook reports for the reef.
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3. Improve strategic planning for ports
»»

At state-level, establish an independent committee to identify and prioritise those
port, rail and road expansions which will improve supply chain efficiency and
minimise environmental impacts.

»»

At port-level, create a statutory requirement for master plans to consider
environmental values and impacts. This would close a loophole under which port
authorities have no legal obligation to consider ecologically sustainable development.

4. Encourage risk sharing between port authorities, port developers and port
users. This could be through contracts in which several parties share costs if ports need
to be expanded, or are under-utilised.
5. Create an independent umpire to assess the full costs and benefits of
current and proposed dredging options, including the environmental costs of
dumping in the Great Barrier Reef, prior to further environmental approvals.
If the Queensland Government passes over this opportunity to plan for the future, it will leave
a legacy of lower competitive advantage and higher environmental costs for all Queenslanders.
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As boom turns to bust, surplus port capacity has real costs
High expectations drove rapid port expansion
Along Queensland’s coastline there are 15 trading ports.1 Most of these are next to the Great
Barrier Reef (GBR), with ships passing through the World Heritage Area to reach them.2 The
GBR ports handle 78 per cent of Queensland’s inbound and outbound trade volume, with exports
worth $40 billion in 2011-12.3 Coal dominates trade though GBR ports, accounting for 80 per
cent of inbound and outbound volume over the last decade.4 Currently around 70 per cent of this
is metallurgical coal used for making iron and steel, and around 30 per cent thermal coal which
is burnt to produce electricity.5
Queensland’s energy exports have been projected to surge, largely in response to expected
demand from Asia. As Figure 1 shows, in 2011 the Queensland Resources Council projected
exports could more than triple by 2020, based on a survey of coal industry members. Independent
Commonwealth Bureau of Resources and Energy Economics (BREE) projections made in 2012
are for more modest increases, but still faster than historical growth. The BREE high market
share projection assumes rapid growth in thermal coal to make up around 40 per cent of total
coal exports by 2025.6
Figure1:1:Queensland
Queensland coal
growth
– history
and projections
Figure
coal
growth
– history
and projections
Projected coal
volume in 2020

Percent per year

History
Projections
(2010-2020)
C'wealth
Bureau of
Resources
& Energy
Economics

1.5 x 2010 levels

3.9%

2001 - 2011

Low
Medium
High
market share market share market share
4.6%

1.6-1.8 x 2010 levels

6.0%
5.1%

Queensland
Rail

1.9 x 2010 levels

6.6%

Queensland
Resources
Council
0%

13.3% 3.5 x 2010 levels

2%

4%

6%

8%

10%

12%

14%

Note: Data is based on combined thermal and metallurgical coal volumes. Coal industry figures
are for coal production volumes, other figures are for coal export volumes.
Source: CPD analysis based on BREE, 2012; QR Network, 2009; Deloitte Access Economics
report to Queensland Resources Council, 2011.7,8,9
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Growth in liquefied natural gas (LNG) exports is also projected to be rapid. This is a new export
industry for Queensland, the first in the world to use coal seam gas to produce LNG. If all proposed
projects go ahead, Queensland’s production is projected to expand to as much as 37 per cent of
Australia’s total LNG exports by 2025.10
A boom in energy resource development has driven significant port expansion in Queensland.
Coal port capacity has increased to 270 million tonnes per year, up from the 167 million tonnes
available in 2009.11,12 This is a 60 per cent increase since the coal industry flagged concerns
about a shortfall in port capacity constraining exports by 2015, unless critical infrastructure was
rapidly developed.13 LNG has also contributed to port expansion, with three separate ports and
production facilities under construction on Curtis Island in Gladstone Harbour.14 The ultimate
volume of LNG export capacity is estimated to be 35 – 45 million tonnes a year.15
Much greater port expansion is proposed by 2020 to 2025. As Figure 2 shows, the combined coal
handling capacity of the major GBR ports would triple if all proposals go ahead. The proposed
expansion of Abbot Point to service potential new thermal coal mines in the Galilee Basin is
particularly significant. Coal capacity would expand 6-fold if all proposed increases go ahead.
This would transform Abbot Point from a relatively small port to one that rivals the size of Hay
Point and Gladstone.
Figure 2: Coal port capacity and current throughput – major GBR ports
Figure 2: Coal port capacity and current throughput – major GBR ports
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Source: CPD analysis, see Appendix for detail and data sources.
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Projected growth in energy exports may not be realised
Early this year, China changed the outlook for thermal coal growth dramatically. China’s State
Council, or cabinet, set a target to keep total energy consumption below 4 billion tonnes of coal
equivalent by 2015.16 Since 2000, China has been the largest driver of growth in thermal coal
trade. Since 2000, China’s coal consumption has more than doubled to reach 3.8 billion tonnes
in 2011, almost as much as the rest of the world combined.17 China is also the world’s largest
producer of thermal coal, so even a small shift in China’s domestic supply and demand balance
has a large influence on world trade. 18,19
New investment bank research takes China’s goal to limit coal consumption seriously. Recent
reports from investment banks Citi and Bernstein suggest demand for thermal coal may soon
decline globally as a result of China’s policies to focus on energy efficiency and switch to cleaner
fuels.20 As Figure 3 shows, analysts at Goldman Sachs predict average annual growth in thermal
coal will drop to 1 per cent a year, shifting the export market into oversupply.21
Figure 3: Global seaborne thermal coal trade growth – history vs Goldman Sachs’
projections
Figure 3: Global seaborne thermal coal trade growth – history vs Goldman Sachs’ projections
Percent per year
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Source: Lelong et al, 2013.22
Queensland is at a competitive disadvantage in a market with slow or declining thermal coal
trade. Australia’s existing thermal coal mines shifted from the competitive lower half of the global
cost curve firmly into the upper half between 2006 and 2012.23 This reflects the broader mining
sector productivity slowdown since the mid 1980’s, which was driven by decisions to invest in
lower quality deposits that cost more to extract.24 Mines with a high cost of production are likely
to lose, rather than gain, share in an oversupplied market.
LNG faces similar challenges to thermal coal. Industry competitiveness is being dragged down by
construction costs estimated to be 20 to 30 per cent higher than emerging foreign competitors.25
Each of the three LNG gas hubs on Curtis Island is being built with separate loading facilities,
with such duplication now an acknowledged driver of high costs. Unless global LNG prices are
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high enough, Queensland LNG may be priced out of the market before production from new
facilities on Curtis Island begins.
Future energy resource projects face even greater challenges. The Australian Coal Association
acknowledges that the majority of proposed new thermal coal mines in Australia are at risk of
losing investment to cheaper emerging competitors.26 More relevant for Queensland, recent
financial analysis of the proposed Alpha Coal project in the Galilee Basin concluded the cost of
production would leave it uneconomic.27 Also of relevance for Queensland’s LNG plants, McKinsey
& Co recently warned that even cost effective expansions will fail to close the competitive gap
between Australia and emerging rivals overseas.28
So Queensland may not see anything like the growth in energy exports projected just a few years
ago.

Leaving a legacy of competitive disadvantage, and stranded asset risk
Queensland’s coal ports are operating below historical levels of utilisation, and may continue
to do so if global trade slows. As Figure 4 shows, coal exports over the last three years used
only 63 per cent of port capacity, on average i. If Commonwealth BREE projections for growth
are realised, this could lift to 89 per cent by 2017. However, if the thermal coal market slows,
utilisation may only reach 78 per cent. This is below the industry’s historical level of 85 per cent.29
Figure 4: Queensland coal port utilisation – current vs 2017 projections
Figure 4: Coal port utilisation – current vs 2017 projection
Annual coal exports as a percentage of port capacity
100%
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Source: CPD analysis, see Appendix for details and data sources.

i

Equipment constraints at the port of Abbot Point contributed to low utilisation, with one of two coal loaders out of
action for part of this time. If throughput at Abbot Point had been twice actual levels, utilisation across all ports would
have been 69 per cent.
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In the near-term, port capacity is a fixed cost which drags down competitiveness if it is not
needed. In general, exporters are locked into contracts which mean they have to pay for port
capacity whether they use it or not.
Some coal industry companies now recognise the cost of surplus capacity. In Gladstone, the
owners of the Wiggins Island Coal Export Terminal are trying to auction off half their 10.9 million
tonne capacity as surplus to requirements.30
Yet others continue to plan for port developments, such as expansion of Abbot Point to support
exports from the Galilee Basin. This is despite World Bank long-term coal price forecasts of US$70
being well below the estimated US$120 needed for the economics of mining to stack up.31,32
The LNG industry has also recognised the cost of port duplication on Curtis Island. Santos
recently agreed to share pipelines with BG Group in a bid to control costs, but acknowledges that
competition to get to market first led to a missed opportunity to share port facilities.33,34 However,
a fourth LNG plant with its own loading facilities has just been approved by the Queensland
government, and is awaiting Federal environmental approval.35
In the longer-term, surplus ports may become stranded assets if mines become financially
unviable. In an industry-wide downturn, there is a risk port users will walk away from contracts
or fail to renew them, with other users unlikely to pick up the surplus capacity.
Amongst the investment community there is a concern that thermal coal mines with high costs
will become stranded assets in this decade, written off as a loss while more competitive foreign
producers take market share.36 This would have a knock-on effect on Queensland’s ports.

This is a problem for government, not just the private sector
Surplus port capacity should also be a concern for the Queensland Government for three reasons.
The competitive burden it places on industry may lead to pressure to lower other costs, including
wages and environmental management. If this leads to, or brings forward, the stranding of nonfinancial mines, rapid economic restructuring would result in significant financial pain as people
lose jobs and the Government loses revenue from royalties and dividends from port authorities.
Development of surplus port capacity has potentially significant economic costs, which could
otherwise be avoided.
The next section discusses the underlying drivers of surplus port capacity.
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Boom-time policies do not produce sensible economic
outcomes
Queensland’s policies incentivise inefficient port investment
Port privatisation has led to wasteful duplication of major infrastructure, instead of efficiency.
Over the last thirty years, Australia has privatised or corporatized ports and their connecting
railways. Governments of all persuasions have assumed that the right governance and market
frameworks will lead to efficient private investment in infrastructure – avoiding a cycle of capacity
shortfall followed by capacity surplus. However, most of the incentives which lead to inefficient
investment remain in place, many of them reinforced or created by government policies.
A mining investment boom is a game in which all players seek short-term advantage, even if that
leads to long-term costs when the boom turns to bust. In a race to beat others to market, even
normally cautious investors will bid prices up to levels that are not supported by fundamentals in
a race to beat the market.
Many different entities are involved in the development of Queensland’s ports, often with multiple
and overlapping roles. However, in general the State government grants land to quasi-privatised
port authorities. Port authorities either develop port infrastructure themselves, develop in
partnership with private companies, or lease land to private operators. They also develop commonuser facilities, such as shipping channels. Mining companies either use shared infrastructure at
multiple user ports, or buy their own loading terminals and docks. Environmental approval may
be required from a range of different government agencies before developments go ahead.
As Table 1 shows, some of these entities have innate incentives aligned with excess port capacity
reinforced by Government policies. Where they don’t, Queensland’s policy creates such incentives.

The Government’s ‘gold rush’ mentality amplified these incentives
Government attitudes can indirectly influence commercial development decisions. This influence
increases where the Government has multiple points of contact with developers and their planning
processes. Successive Queensland Governments’ desires for investment, jobs and royalties led to
a ‘gold rush’ mentality which amplified incentives for inefficient investment in port capacity.
Queensland’s government also has a direct influence on port development, since current port
governance creates unclear and overlapping government roles:
»»

The Queensland Government both proposes port developments (through strategic
direction of port authorities) and assesses their environmental risks and impacts.37

»»

The Queensland Government regulates prices for open access terminals, yet has a track
record of setting prices too low to finance expansions when capacity is needed.38

»»

The Queensland Government also reserves the right to take action to enable
increased capacity to be developed by the government or other users if a leased port
chooses not to invest in increased capacity.39

Examples on the following pages illustrate current and previous Queensland Governments’
attitudes to port development.
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Table 1: Entities involved in port development, their incentives and perverse
outcomes
Entity

Innate
incentives

Government
incentives

Perverse outcomes from
these incentives

State
government

Facilitate
exports to
attract resource
investment

Hit royalty
targets in budget

Closeness to developer interests
led to ad hoc port expansion.40,41

Port
authorities

Compete with
other ports

(Government
Owned
Corporations)

Maximise profits

Respond to
government
strategic
direction

Facilitation of new ports while
multiple user capacity still
available.43

Failure to ‘reality check’ industry
forecasts led to royalties being
over-forecast 4 out of 5 years to
2012.42

Dredging committed based on
forecast growth in demand that is
uncertain.44

Infrastructure
owners
Open access
terminals

Raise charges
to finance new
capacity

Keep charges
low to simulate
competition

Regulatory intervention to lower
charges constrained development
of shared new capacity.45

Exclusive
terminals

Control supply
chain

Avoid port
bottlenecks

Duplication of infrastructure
across more than one port.46

Mining
companies

Beat others to
market

‘Use it or lose it’
clause implicit
in resource
licences

Developer pressure to accelerate
government approvals for
mines, ports and supporting rail
infrastructure.47

(Privately held or
publicly listed)

Mining investors pressured state
government to approve duplicate
infrastructure.48
Environmental
authorities
(Government
agencies)
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Conduct
thorough risk
assessments

Speed up
assessments and
approvals

Compromised quality and
accountability of assessments.49
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Queensland’s government failed to ‘reality check’ industry forecasts
Until late 2012, no one in Queensland’s government provided reality checks on projections of
coal or LNG exports, the port capacity needed, nor the royalties the government could expect.
Port authorities, Queensland Treasury and Government ministers all relied on each other, and
ultimately on industry data about the prospects for growth.
For example, the Queensland Government’s 2010 ‘Coal Plan’ relied on modelling by Wood
Mackenzie, an energy consultancy firm with mostly private industry clients.50 This assumed ‘no
reduction in 2010 real price levels for either thermal or metallurgical coal in the period to 2030.’51
These forecasts turned out to be wildly over-optimistic. By September 2013 the price of thermal
coal had fallen to $US77.60 per metric tonne, a 22 per cent drop from its 2010 average.52
Queensland Treasury also has a mixed record of forecasting volumes. In 2008 they forecast coal
exports would grow 42 per cent by 2010, and a further 40 per cent by 2015.53 Yet between 200809 and 2009-10, coal exports grew by only 15 per cent. The subsequent year, they shrank by 13
per cent, and the year after, grew by only 2 per cent - a massive shortfall from projections.54
The Queensland Government only reviewed forecasts in response to World Heritage Committee
concerns over ad hoc port development and expansion of shipping through the GBR. In October
2012, this review agreed with Commonwealth BREE forecasts for coal exports. It found ports
were operating at 45 – 60 per cent of capacity, and suggested improved utilisation may meet
increased demand for port calls.55

Quasi-privatised port authorities encouraged port duplication
Queensland’s port governance model makes Government Owned Corporations responsible for
managing the major GBR portsii. These corporatized, or quasi-privatised entities, are government
owned but run on a commercial basis. They must raise their own revenues, pay taxes and pay
any profits as dividends to the Queensland Government. They operate in competition with other
ports, but receive strategic direction from two shareholding ministers with industry portfolios.
New port capacity is generally financed by ‘take or pay’ contracts under which port users must
ship an agreed volume of material at a fixed price, or pay an equivalent amount to the port owners.
Port authorities may receive this revenue directly, or through rental payments, depending on who
owns the port. For example, at Abbot Point, the majority of revenue to North Queensland Bulk
Ports Corporation was from 15 year ‘take or pay’ contracts, with port users assuming the risk that
a connecting rail line would be built on time.56 This terminal has since been sold under a 99 year
lease.
Since end users have to pay for unused capacity, port authorities are insulated from any
downturns in export volumes. This means they have an incentive to encourage duplication of
port development.
For example, in 2011 Gladstone Ports Corporation encouraged the proposal for 12 to 22 million tonnes
of additional capacity at a new Fitzroy Terminal at Port Alma, stating the Port of Gladstone’s existing
75 million tonne coal terminal had no further development capacity and was fully committed.57
ii

Queensland has one privately operated port, run by Port of Brisbane Pty Ltd, which is not located next to the GBR.
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Yet average export volumes over 2010 to 2012 were only 65 million tonnes. In 2012 Gladstone Ports
Corporation revealed plans for a future extra berth to increase capacity to 90 to 100 million tonnes a
year.58 Port Alma is a separate port north of the Port of Gladstone, but both are managed by Gladstone
Ports Corporation.59

Environmental authorities buckled under the pressure to rush assessments
Successive Queensland Governments have a history of rushing through approvals for resource
projects, with disregard for the environmental consequences. In Queensland, different agencies
are responsible for granting environmental authorities, which are also known as environmental
approvals. These agencies are often under pressure to complete assessments too fast to properly
consider environmental risks.
In 2012, the Bligh Government demanded that public servants complete the environmental
assessment process for two multi-billion dollar projects within two weeks.
‘Once again I am faced with a physically impossible request, along with the other 80
EIS projects that are starting to slip.’
Stuart Cameron, Director, Dept of Environment and Resource Management, May 4th 2012iii,60
The current Newman Government has continued down this path. It has boasted of ‘fast tracking’
development and mining approvals, and dismissed environmental concerns as ‘needless
duplication’ and ‘mindless green tape’.61,62
Dramatic staffing cuts have increased the pressure on public servants. This includes agencies
responsible for granting environmental authorities, such as the Department of Natural
Resources and Mines; Department of Agriculture, Fisheries and Forestry; and the Department of
Environment and Heritage Protection. As Table 2 shows, more than a thousand jobs have been
lost as these agencies have been forced to let go of an average of 16 per cent of staff..
Table 2: Staffing cuts in Queensland government departments responsible for
granting environmental authorities - 2012 budget
Number of
jobs cut

Number of
staff remaining

Percentage of
department cut

Department of Environment
and Heritage Protection

220

1,117

16%

Department of Natural
Resources and Mines

360

2,444

13%

Department of Agriculture,
Forestry and Fisheries

450

1,948

19%

1,030

5,509

16%

Total
Source: Ironside, 2012. 63

iii The functions of the former Department of Environment and Resource Management have been restructured into other
departments, including the Department of Environment and Heritage Protection.
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Lack of resources has serious implications for the quality and accountability of Queensland’s
environmental assessment and approval process.
The $6.5 billion dollar Alpha coal mine approval is a clear example. The Alpha mine in Queensland’s
Galilee Basin is set to be Australia’s largest coal mine. Owned by Indian company GVK and
Gina Reinhart’s Hancock Prospecting, it is scheduled to be up and running in 2016. Under an
existing agreement, the Commonwealth Government delegated environmental assessment to
Queensland, effectively relying on this information for their own approval process.
Federal Environment Minister Tony Burke described the Queensland assessment process as a
‘shambolic joke’, saying that the Newman Government failed to do basic research overseeing
the impact of the project, falling far short of federal standards regarding the environmental
assessment process.64
Tension between the governments escalated, as the Commonwealth invested extra time and
money to assess the project. The Alpha project has now been approved by the Commonwealth,
but is under legal challenge in Queensland’s environment court.65

This was compounded by a failure to consistently value the environment
Both Queensland and Commonwealth Governments place high financial value on reducing
pollution of reef waters. Poor water quality makes the reef vulnerable to loss of coral and an
increase in seaweeds and algae. So far, most attention has focused on inshore coastal water
quality, as the impacts from land run-off are well identified. Yet little attention has been paid to
monitoring the impacts of dredge sediment compared to land run-off.
In 2011, around half a million tonnes of sediment from catchment runoff was reduced. This
was one of several achievements from the $375 million governments invested in the Reef Water
Quality Protection Plan between 2008 and 2013.66 Following this success, a further $298 million
has been committed for 2013 to 2018.67
By comparison, 10 million tonnes of sediment could be mobilised during proposed capital
dredging and dumping of spoil from port developments in the Great Barrier Reef World Heritage
Area over the next 2-3 years.68 This has unquantified environmental costs, with a recent report
indicating the area and timeframe over which sediment from dumped dredge spoil can spread
may have been significantly under-estimated.69
Yet neither port authorities, nor port users, have to cover the environmental costs of disposing
of dredge material in reef waters. Port authorities give very limited consideration to land based
disposal of dredge spoil, even though it may be viable in some cases and they are obliged to assess
opportunities for beneficial reuse on a case-by-case basis.70 Allowing port authorities to cheaply
dispose of spoil by dumping it in reef waters, rather than minimising dredging by optimising
port capacity and design, as well as more thorough consideration of managing disposal on land,
compounds the incentives for inefficient investment in ports.
The next section looks at whether Queensland’s new approach to port planning can lead to more
sensible economic outcomes.
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Queensland’s draft ports strategy raises more questions
than it answers
The point of strategic planning is to co-ordinate the use, development and conservation of resources.
Queensland is still constructing its state-level planning process for ports. Draft strategies released
to date make small, first steps toward an effective planning system. However, the Queensland
Government will have to lift its game if it is to achieve better outcomes than in the past.
Queensland is engaged in several overlapping processes to improve port planning. The timeframes
and final outcomes for these processes are vague. A national process aims to improve planning
for ports and their connecting rail and road networks, yet does not consider port interactions
with marine systems.71 In response to World Heritage Commission concerns over impacts on the
reef, the Queensland Government released a draft strategy for GBR ports in October 2012.72 In
mid-October this year, they released a draft Ports Strategy which covers all ports in Queensland.73
The draft Queensland Ports Strategy proposes four GBR ports as priority port development areas
(PPDAs), plus the Port of Brisbane. The Ports of Gladstone, Hay Point & Mackay, Abbot Point and
Townsville are slated for ongoing development. The government will prohibit capital dredging for
deepwater ports outside these PPDAs for ten years.
Some positive new initiatives should help improve future port planning. New 30-year master
plans will be developed for PPDAs, under statutory guidelines. Indicators for monitoring port
performance will help to identify problems once they have occurred. The commitment to staged,
incremental expansion based on independent demand forecasts should improve Queensland’s
previously ‘closed shop’ approach to port planning.
However, planning alone won’t lead to better utilisation of existing port capacity, nor more
efficient future investment.
Queensland also needs to address the perverse incentives, inadequate information and confused
governance that led to current surplus capacity, while taking tangible steps to lift the utilisation
of current ports, before any further developments go ahead within PPDAs.
The Queensland Government must address 5 key questions:
1. How will utilisation be improved – what practical tools can co-ordinate sharing of
spare port capacity?
2. How will forecasting be improved – how will adequate information flows be
achieved in the face of:
»»

Increasingly complex and unpredictable global energy markets

»»

Poorly monitored, complex risks to the Great Barrier Reef from port development

3. How will investment be co-ordinated across ports – how will master plans be
integrated to improve supply chain efficiency and environmental outcomes along the
Queensland coast?
4. How will efficient investment be facilitated – what changes can be made to
ensure open access ports have incentives to invest in new capacity when needed, and
reduce port authorities’ incentives to encourage inefficient investment?
5. How will environmental costs be fully accounted for – what changes can be made
to ensure commercial decisions consider risks to the reef upfront, not as an afterthought?
Until these questions are answered, it would be economically irresponsible to continue to expand
capacity within priority port development areas.
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Fortunately, Queensland has time to get its strategic
planning right
Slowing global demand and cheaper emerging competitors suggest Queensland should optimise
the use of current port capacity before building any more. As Figure 4 on page 13 shows, current
plus committed coal port capacity will be sufficient until after 2017 if thermal coal demand growth
slows. Even if the more optimistic Commonwealth BREE medium market share projections are
achieved, Queensland would only need to develop one of the approved 60 million tonne Wiggins
Island and Abbot Point T3 expansions by 2020 – or both by 2025.74
So Queensland has several years to get its strategic planning right for any developments that are
currently seeking approval. Once financial decisions are made, new terminals can be constructed
and operating within 5 years.75 This means no further approvals need to be decided before 2020.
To ensure a strong economy, and a healthy Great Barrier Reef, the Queensland Government
should use this opportunity to drive more efficient use of current port capacity, more strategic
development of any future capacity, and minimise risks to the Great Barrier Reef.
Five concrete actions are needed to address the questions raised on the previous page:
1. Facilitate trading of port capacity. Auctions or online trading could co-ordinate
sharing of spare capacity within ports, overcoming regulatory constraints on exchanging
commercial information. Trading of options for future port capacity could also provide a
transparent, forward looking indicator of the need for new capacity across ports.
2. Improve the quality and speed of information flows
»»

Ensure independent reviews of projected export volumes include a wider range of
scenarios for the interaction of global market growth and Queensland’s market share.

»»

Create an independent, permanent, and fully funded science panel to ensure
monitoring and reporting of risks to the reef from port development are included in
the 5-yearly Outlook reports for the reef.

3. Improve strategic planning for ports
»»

At state-level, establish an independent committee to identify and prioritise those
port, rail and road expansions which will improve supply chain efficiency and
minimise environmental impacts.

»»

At port-level, create a statutory requirement for master plans to consider
environmental values and impacts. This would close a loophole under which port
authorities have no legal obligation to consider ecologically sustainable development.

4. Encourage risk sharing between port authorities, port developers and port
users. This could be through contracts in which several parties share costs if ports need
to be expanded, or are under-utilised.
5. Create an independent umpire to assess the full costs and benefits of
current and proposed dredging options, including the environmental costs of
dumping in the Great Barrier Reef, prior to further environmental approvals.
If the Queensland Government passes over this opportunity to plan for the future, it will leave
a legacy of lower competitive advantage and higher environmental costs for all Queenslanders.
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Appendix 1: Coal port capacity, throughput and utilisation
To calculate coal port capacity, throughput and utilisation, a range of sources were used. The
method and assumptions for these estimates are outlined below.

Coal port capacity
Table 3: Queensland coal port capacity
Million tonnes
Current

Committed

Proposed by
2020-25

Total by
2020-25

Port of Abbot Point
T1

50

50

T0

70

70

T2

60

60

T3

60

60

AP-X Project

60

60

250

300

50

0

Port of Hay Point
Dalrymple Bay Coal Terminal

85

Hay Point Services Coal Terminal

44

85
11

20

75

180

180

200

340

32

32

25

100

50

50

27

63

90

83

19

138

240

8

2

270

32

Dudgeon Point
129

11

Port Alma
Fitzroy Terminal
Port of Gladstone
RG Tanna Terminal

75

Barney Point

8

-8

Yarwun Coal Terminal
Wiggins Island

Port of Brisbane

Total

10
620

922

Note: Barney Point at Port of Gladstone will be closed once Wiggins Island opens.
Sources: Current capacity from Department of Transport and Main Roads.76 Committed and
proposed capacity from Environmental Impact Statements, Initial Advice Statements, Ports
Strategies or company statements.
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Throughput
Current throughput of 170 million tonnes per year was taken as the average over 2010 to 2012,
using data from Ports Australia.77
Two projections of throughput for 2017 were compared. At the high end, BREE projections of 269
million tonnes per year were used.78 As a lower estimate, thermal coal estimates were developed
by applying Goldman Sachs’ projected 1 per cent global growth to 2012 actual thermal coal exports
of 51 million tonnes, giving 54 million tonnes by 2012. 79,80 This was added to BREE projections
for 182 million tonnes of metallurgical coal by 2017, giving 236 million tonnes per year.81

Utilisation
Utilisation was calculated as throughput divided by capacity. Current utilisation was based on
current throughput divided by current capacity. Projected utilisation in 2017 was calculated as
projected throughput divided by current plus committed capacity.
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Appendix 2: Sediment from dredging and land runoff
To estimate the suspended sediment caused by capital dredge spoil and catchment runoff
respectively, several studies were used. The method and assumptions for these estimates are
outlined below.

Sediment from land runoff and capital dredge spoil
Table 4 shows estimates for sediment loads in Great Barrier Reef waters from annual catchment
runoff and the next three years of proposed capital dredging. Sources are explained below.
Table 4: Sediment loads from dredging versus catchment runoff
Million tonnes, per cent
Dredge
Spoil

Percent fine
sediment

Estimated
suspended
sediment

Reduction
in 2011

Catchment Runoff (average annual)
Low

12.2

70%

8.5

0.51

High

13.1

70%

9.2

0.55

Capital Dredging (proposed 2013 – 2015)
Low

33

30%

9.9

High

36

30%

10.8

The synthesis report ‘Improved dredge management for the Great Barrier Reef region’ cites
existing estimations of 12.2 million and 13.1 million tonnes of total suspended sediment flowing
into the Great Barrier Reef lagoon from the ten major catchment areas.82 Typically, approximately
70 percent of land runoff consists of the fine material that contributes to suspended sediment.83
Thus, average annual suspended sediment added by runoff is between 8.5 and 9.2 million tonnes.
The Reef Water Quality Protection Plan resulted in a 6 per cent reduction in the annual average
sediment load, or between 511,224 and 549,906 tonnes in 2011.84
According to the Great Barrier Reef Marine Park Authority, between 33 and 36 million tonnesiv
of dredge spoil will be disposed of in reef waters from capital dredging operations around Great
Barrier Reef ports over the next 2-3 years.85,86 Typically, approximately 30 per cent of capital
dredge spoil is the fine material that may contribute to suspended sediment.87 Thus, between 9.9
and 10.8 million tonnes of suspended sediment may be added to reef waters from port expansion
over the next 2-3 years.

Investment into the Reef Plan
From 2008-2013, the Australian government invested $200 million and the Queensland
government invested $175 million into the Reef Water Quality Protection Plan.88 Following
the success of the Reef Plan to date, the Australian government has committed a further $200
million for 2013-2018, and the Queensland government has committed $98 million of grants and
partnerships for this period.89
iv
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The GBRMPA’s Ports and Shipping Information Sheet for August 2012 estimates capital dredging to amount to
approximately 36 million tonnes for 2013-2015, while the May 2013 update reduces this estimate to approximately 33
million tonnes.
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